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F O R E W O R D

The health education program in any school should
have for its primary aim the development of knowledge,
hahits and attitudes which will help pupils to live
happily and successfully*
Usually children's interest in health is so
limited that it requires adult supervision and guid
ance to establish in them correct health habits, prac
tices and attitudes toward health*
The lack of interest in the health program is
due to both the teachers and pupils not knowing and
understanding the value of health and not knowing its
importance with regard to one's capacity to live#
Fran early civilization we find magic, charms,
spirits, divination, mysticism, transference and other
similar rites being universally practiced by the rich
and the poor, the ignorant and the intelligent#

The

truth of the practices was never tested by anyone at
the time* However, so powerful has been their in
fluence upon the human race that we still find traces
of these supernatural powers practiced by certain
cults today. Men apparently have an inborn tendency
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to believe In the supernatural and mysterious#
Since most of the children attending Hebert High
School came from illiterate homes, whose parents still
believe in the supernatural practices, It has been no
easy Job to Introduce scientific health facts and prac
tices.

One finds that vodo end witchcraft still hold

a prominent place among these patrons#
Within the past two decades an entirely new in
terest in the teaching of health has been taken by the
school#

It came, in part, as a result of the marked in

crease of leisure time#

As a result of inventions which

primarily save time and labor, we find ourselves being
forced to seek healthful exercise during leisure hours
and to secure big muscle activity, coarse food, fresh
air, and relaxation, to replace those activities of which
these inventions have relieved us#
Fatigue, which results from physical labor and
which can be overcome readily after relaxation is a
healthy state#

On the other hand, over stimulation

and nervous tension, resulting from the complexity of
living and the crowded daily schedule, inhibits relaxa
tion#

As a result of this kind of living there has been

a marked increase in diseases of the nervous system and
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of the organs*

This naturally has had a bearing on our

ideas about health education*
Fundamentally, the movement is the result of a
better understanding of the physiological and biological
functions of citizenship*

The period of adolescence is

a period of greatest significance for the school*

Hew

tendencies to action arise, new emotions begin to sway
the youth, new ideas as to life begin to formulate and
tend to become fixed, serious thought is given to con
duct, aspirations and visions of possible usefulness
begin to take firm hold*

It has therefore been learned

that health instruction and guidance is especially need
ed in Hebert High School*
The child,s ability to resist disease will deter
mine in a large measure the kind of health instruction
the children should be given*
Even though the present health program at Hebert
High School is helping the pupils and is reaching the
parents, there is much yet that can be done to make the
program more effective*

I N T R O D U C T I O N
Method of Approach to the Studyi- Having been
a teacher In Hebert High School for six years In the
department of Home Economics, I have been able to ob
serve closely the health habits, practices, and atti
tudes of the children enrolled in that school.
Most of the material used in this study is ga
thered from observations made since I have been work
ing with these children.
Physical examination is given by our part-time
physician and nurse at the beginning of each school
term. The findings are recorded, parents are notified
and suggestions are made. In order to get information
for this study these records were oompared to see if
any improvement has been made from one year to another
by individual pupils.
Record cards are kept, giving information as to
each pupil*s weight, height, teeth, eyes and other bodi
ly make-up. These cards were compared to see what develop
ment if any has been made. The following is a health
score card used in Hebert High School.
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HEALTH SCORE CARD
Name

Date
SCORE FIRST DAY
OF TERM

WEIGHT
(Gain-regular, irregulai
or no gain)
POSTURE
(Good, fair or poor)
TEETH
Good (clean, no de
cay, none missing)
APPETITE
(Desire for regular
meals)
SLEEP
(10 hours Bleep every
night)
COLDS AND SORE THROAT
(never, occasional, or
often)
CONSTIPATION
(Never, occasional, or
often)
HEADACHE
(never, occasional, or
often)
TIREDNESS
(never, occasional, or
often)
MOUTH BREATHING
(never, occasional, or
often)

SCORE END
OF TERM
p'ain Poor
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In making surveys in the pupils* homes several
methods were used.

The first method, a questionnaire

was sent to each home.

This questionnaire will be

found on the following pages.

The results were tabu-

lated which gave good information as to the type of
houses the pupils live in.
A second method was used in surveying the pupils*
homes was the health committee visited many of the homes
checking the following pointsj (1) cleanliness of in
terior, (2) cleanliness of yard, (5) window panes, (4)
cleanliness of patron's body and clothing, t5) general
report of the home.

The results were tabulated and com

pared with method number 1, finding the results to be
about the same.

Morning inspection has proved a valuable

aid to this study.

These ape daily Inspections of the

hair, nails, ears, clothing, shoes, teeth, and general
apperance.

These Inspections make the majority of pu

pils be careful of their personal appearance.
By organizing health clubs to correlate with the
curricular activities has made its contribution to this
study.

Motivation of subject matter to promote health

has been used by most of the teachers, the results has
been very good.

From some classes, reports of different
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types along the line of health has been made#

Demon

strations In the assembly and many other activities and
talks were observed together with some of the material
used here#
In observing the extra-curricular activities of
the Hebert School, especially the athletic games, much
material was gathered, although all of It was not favor
able development of health#

As the game scores were re

corded the type of muscular activity (both good and bad)
were recorded and discussed with the players#
Although the majority of the material used was
gathered through observation, a number of books in the
field of health sftducat ion were borrowed from CharltonPollard and Hebert High School branch of the public
library.
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Questionnaire
DEAR PARENT*
Please answer the following questions as accurately
as possible and return to the office of the principal of
Hebert High School*
1* What type of home do you live in? (kind of material
home is made of)
•
2* What is the size of your home? (Number of rooms)
3« What condition ia your home in? (Good, fair, delapidated)
4* How many members in family? _________________
5* Number of persons living in the home ______
6. What kind of water supply do you have? _______________
7* What kind of toilet do you have? ________________________
8* How many working members are there in the home?
9* Are the windows and doors screened? __________________
»

10# What improvement can be made around your home to
make it more sanitary? ___________________________________
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Scope of Study;* Hebert High School is located
in the extreme southwest part of Beaumont, in what is
known as an exclusive Negro community, and is a part
of the south park independent school district, Jeffer
son County*
For the term of 1954—35, the school had 268
children enrolled with a teaching staff of 7 teachers.
Their positions are as followss
1 - Mathematics
1 - English
1 - Social Sciences
2 - Home Economics
1 - Manual Training
1 - Music
Hiere is no special health or physical education
teacher in the high school department, hut since the
elementary school is on the same campus, the health
teacher of that department assists in giving health
instruction in the high school*
The major part of the children attending Hebert
School are from illiterate homes, who are on the gov
ernment relief for food, work and clothing*

Although

a large number of the parents are home owners, those
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homes are generally speaking small for the size of the
families living In them.
In a

r

large number of oases, both parents work

away from home.

The responsibility of caring for the

home and smaller children Is left on the shoulders of
the oldest sister or brother who In many cases Is around
10 or 12 years of age.
Due to the crowded conditions In the homes and
the poor drainage system, it has been found by the
teachers of Hebert High School that much emphasis and
Instruction needs to be given these children and to
the parents as well.
Purpose of the Study;*

The purpose of this study

Is to analyze the organization of the health education
program at Hebert High School and to indicate the various
ways in which the students are helped, to establish
healthful habits, health knowledge and right attitudes
toward health through that program.
The study aims to point out the physical, mental,
and social values that are derived from the program
through Its various health activities relating to health
service, health supervision and health instruction.
Further, the study alms to show the training in citizen*
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ship given through the health program, and to show what
methods are now used at the school to motivate the in
terest and willing participation of the pupils, end
create the interest of parents In the school health
program.
The study proposes to make suggestion for improve*
ment on various phases of the health program and to em
phasize these parts of the program which seem to be
obtaining good results.
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HEALTH SERVICE AND SUPERVISION PROGRAM
Health service includes health examination,
regular Inspection at frequent Intervals for signs
of conmunlcable diseases; measures to prevent the
spread of contagion; follow-up services to secure
correction of remedial defects*
The foilowl nc; program is used to render health
service to the pupils of Hebert High Schools

A part-

time dentist, physician, and nurse are employed to
work with the children and teachers*

The health teach

er of the elementary school is chairman of the health
committee.

Due to the many years of experience in.

health instruction makes her efficient for the position.
Other members of the health committee are the foods
teacher, clothing teacher, and coach.

This committee

works hand and hand with the physician, dentist, and
nurse.

After the physical examinations have been com

pleted, the results are placed on record cards and on
classroom compilation charts showing the condition of
each child in the olassroom.

This information has been

found to be exceedingly helpful to the teacher in caring
for individual differences#
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When defects are found among the children a notice
or Individual letter iu mailed or sent the parents ad
vising them of the suspected defects and asking them to
take their children to their family physician or dentist
for a more thorough examlnatloh,

If no response is se

cured within a reasonable length of time, often a second
notice Is sent the parents.

In cases where 3kin Infec

tions or other disorders are apparent the classroom
teacher or principal, after discussing the case with
those in charge of the health program, calls to see the
parents for the purpose of helping to make the necessary
adjustment, so that the child might have the advantage
of medical service.
It has oeen found that the person to person con
tact with the teacher and parents concerning the pupils
of Hebert School has greater effect than the notes or
letters.

The lack of understanding on the part of the

parents has been the main reason for their lack of co
operation with the health program.
The children of Kebert School are examined by
the school physician on returning to school after an
Illness whether they bring a certificate or not.

If

the school physician does not agree with the family
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physician the child must return home*
In order to prevent the spread of communicable
diseases, such as, small pox, diphtheria, and typhoid
fever, the children of Heberfc High School are made
immune through the U3e of vaccines.

Children of all

ages must be vaoinnated against small pox unless the
opinion of the medical authorities Is that the child
has a satisfactory vaccination scar*

All the children

were given the "Schick test" to determine whether they
were Immune to diphtherial they were also given the
"tuberculin test*"
In Heberfc High School there are first aid cabi
nets available both in the main building and in the
vocational building.

These cabinets are made by the

boys of the raanuel training classes.

In each building

a teacher is assigned the duty of rendering first aid
and is known as the first aid teacher in that building*
Two pupils from each of the high school classes are se
lected and are given training by the health teacher with
the aid of the physician in bandaging, splints, painting
wounds and many other first aid services.

This group

Is known ae the "First Aid Club."

The meetings ©re

held after school once each week*

The first aid cabi-
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nets are kept locked with each article plainly marked
with Its name and use.
A part-time dentist inspects the ohlldrens' teeth
at the beginning of the school term#

After the examina

tions, where defects are found, a letter Is sent to the
parents, further service la carried out by the family
dentist. Dirty and decayed teeth are considered phy
sical defects and the health instruction Is directed
toward the correction of such conditions#
The teachers of Hebert bchool are not required
to have a medical examination annually, but during the
times of epidemics they must have an examination or be
vaccinated if necessary#

The health program for the

term of 1955-54 included every teacher^ submitting to
the tuberculin test#
Health Supervision of the School trlantj- The
health supervision program of the school deals with
those phases of school sanitation which include light
ing, ventilation, fire protection, cleanliness, and the
like#
There are two full-time janitors employed to keep
the plant clean in a general way#

Their duties are to

sweep, scrub, make fires during winter, raise the win-
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dows and general up-keep of the school campus, the
cutting of hedge, grass, and keeping paper off the
campus*
Hebert High School Is equipped with two drink
ing fountains with four spouts each In the different
buildings*

Even with this convenience, special em

phasis Is placed on cutting off the water so as to
keep the floor dry, and drink without the mouth touch
ing the spout.
The lavatories are equipped with wash basins,
but it has been found that continuous teaching is nec
essary with these children in order to make them form
the habit of washing the hands after each visit to the
toilet*

Even though the Janitor cleans the lavatories

daily, the children must continuously be reminded of the
waste of paper and keeping it off the floor*
It has been found that since coal is burned during
winter for heating, it is quite hard to keep the class
rooms at the correct temperature, since there is no
direot way to regulate the heat*

Since the windows

can be lowered from the top as well as the bottom, ven
tilation can be regulated to some extent by this method.
Even though there are two full-time Janitors em-
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ployed in the school, every teacher has found that in
order to have a clean attractive classroom, much of the
responsibility rests on her*

Therefore, some health

practices are carried out daily in the classroom during
the 15 minute home room period, since every teacher
attempts to have an attractive classroom*
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HEALTH INSTRUCTION PROGRAM
Health instruction is the sum of all the in
struction in the curriculum which aims to develop
desirable habits, wholesome attitudes and adequate
knowledge, relating to personal, community, and racial
health*
Health instruction in Hebert bchool is not re
garded as a separate and distinct subject, but as a
program which is correlated with the other school activ
ities*
The health counselor Is the chairman of the health
committee*

She works with the committee in formulating

the health program for the school*

The committee not

only works out the health program, but Investigates
and counsels the technical oases that often come up
among high school girls*
Hie inspection la given at the morning exercise,
after which interesting round table discussions on
cleanliness of skin, cleanliness of mouth, clothing,
handkerchief and many other topics of interest ore
discussed*

This is done during the 15 minute heme

room period at the opening of the school day*

Demonstrations are used to put over a number of
health units.

Such demonstrations ass washing the

face, in this demonstration they watch the difference
In the look of the skin when washed in warm water and
soap#

Another demonstration used is the care of the

nails, this demonstration will take in washing the
hands and scrubbing the nails with a brush, and the
method of giving a good manicure#

This demonstration

can be divided into several short demonstrations,
using different assembly periods for the general
I
school body, while the girls in the Home conomics
Department ere taught the units in full#
there is not a cafeteria in connection with
Hebert School, therefore the school lunch is one of
the big problems of the school#

The children are per

mitted to go across the street to the corner grocery
store or 3tand to buy lunch#

This has made it nec

essary to stress what to buy for lunoh.

Even with

this instruction, a large number of children suffer
with stomach troubles just after the lunch period#
In completion of certain units, the girls of
the foods classes prepare and serve school lunches,
but this is not done at regular intervals.

Since
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the lunoh problem has caused quite a bit of trouble.
It has been found necessary to have discussions on
school lunch in the Parent-Teachers Association.

Thus

far the discussions have made no direct impression on
these parents.

Since a large number of the children

go home for lunch, the parents are advised to have hot
lunches for the children. The foods teacher had a num
ber of menus mimeographed and placed in the hands of
each parent who attended the P. T. A. meetings.
Since there is a difference of opinion as to
the desirable subject matter and method of giving in
struction in sex education, this phase of health edu
cation is being neglected far too much since the child
ren attending Hebert High School are adolescents,
diving instruction through morning Inspection,
demonstrations, instruction about school lunch, and
the use of pictures and posters which were obtained
free from many different companies have proved to be
valuable devices in health instruction.
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MOTIVATION
Interest In health Is motivated and Increased
by the regular work of the school through school clubs#
No other activity of the Eebort High School has enjoy*
ed such phenomenal growth in recent years#
Various factors are responsible for this growth#
In the first place, an intelligent study of adolescents
has done much to convince teachers and parents that the
desire to participate in organized group activities
have too often been allowed to go wild in the past#
Tills desire for group participation in activities is
perfectly natural on the part of the youth and offers
wonderful educational possibilities when properly en
couraged and directed#

Furthermore, this desire when

properly directed into right channels will result In
the development of personality and will contribute
greatly to genuine socialization#

Recognizing the

need for these group relations Hebert School has en
couraged the formation of clubs#

The clugs are doing

much In motivating and increasing interest In the regu
lar work of the school#
Following are the names and functions of the
different clubs organized in Hebert High School, while
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they contribute definitely to improving the health of
the school children through their activities.
The Health Club is an organization with approxi
mately 50 active members} the greater portion of them
being girls. The officers are selected by ballot, the
club meete one© each week after school. In the Health
Club the students of Hebert School are given the oppor
tunity to develop correct health habits, attitudes and
interest. They are able to obtain knowledge of health
facts by participating in health plays and singing
health songs, games, story telling, and In writing
essays on health topics. This club is an extra-cur
ricular activity and is creating much interest among
Its members.
Cardan and Flower Clubsi- Gardening is a whole
some and profitable hobby. True eduoation sanctions
the development of a hobby for mental stability. At
Hebert School the officers of this club are chosen
by ballot.

Bach member of the club plants a garden

however small it may be. The members are taught the
regular program of garden procedure.
It has been found that younger boys at the first
and second years of high school are more Interested in
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this type of club, there are approximately 35 or 40
members.

These boys are taught In order to be healthy

and to keep healthy one must eat well-balanced diets.
So the boys of the Garden Club are giving their aid
by trying to grow successfully as many of those foods
the body needs ei possible.

They have been very suc

cessful in raising green leafy vegetables, onions,
beets, some white and sweet potatoes In large quanti
ties.
The Garden Club of Hebert School has for Its aim
^promote health by giving the body the proper kind of
food,
The Flower Clubi-

Another club which Is an extra

curricular activity of Hebert High School Is the Flower
Club of which only girls are interested.

This club is

organized and officers are chosen as they are In the
other clubs.

The seeds are selected and planted.

The

girls are taught how to drain the yard so as to keep
the water from standing which will not only aid the
flowers to grov# but will do away with breeding places
for mosquitoes and flies#

In noarly every classroom

can be found flower boxes In the windows.

Much com

petition and Interest Is worked up In this club,

These
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girls have found that in order to keep healthy, not
just well, one must live in an attractive environment.
Through Home Eoonomloss-

The desire for activity

Is one of the strongest impulses of youth and the proper
gratification of this desire affords a higher degree of
satisfaction.

Activity is both a principle and a nec

essity of the child's nature; and all that is required
to secure such activity is to provide occasion for it.
Through Home Economics, the children are given the op
portunity to do by doing.
There is nothing more essential to the human body
than properly prepared food.
a healthy mind.

A health body produces

Poorly prepared foor or unbalanced

rations will ward off health and impair the mind.
Through the Home Economics Clubs (an extra-curricular
activity of Hebert High School) girls are drilled in
selection and preparation of foods for simple and fancy
cooking.

It has been found that nutrition plays an

important role in healthful living.

There are several

classes of health in which a person might fall.

They

are normally healthy, from balanced diet, under nouriahed and the person with surplus fat people.

This club

is organized with its officers chosen by ballot and
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meet once each week*

There are about 50 active members

In the Home Economics Club3#

The girls are taught the

different foods which give the body the necessary ele
ments to promote health and how much of each element
the body needs each day#

They are taught if the body

is given too much of one element there will be an over
production of that portion#
These girls are given opportunities to feed under
nourished children by helping to prepare lunches for them.
The food is furnished by the Relief Board. Record cards
are kept of each child to see the development made in
weight, height and general health#

As these develop

ments are being made it is found that these persons de
velop energy, interest and seek activity#
The girls of the Household Art Club have learned
the importance and dignity of virork as a health measure.
It has been learned for one to keep healthy one must
live in a healthy environment#

In this club, the girls

are taught to keep the home clean; how to make it more
attractive, that sleeping in a comfortable bed means
as much as eating a well balanced meal#

The home must

be well ventilated at the same time keeping out mosqui
toes and flies#

It has been learned that health habits
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must be formed If the instruction Is to help one to keep
healthy. Through these girls, the home is taught health
practices such as individual face towels, using a clean
glass to drink from instead of the family water cup,
keeping the flies and mosquitoa3 out, together with
other Insects out of the home, as well as teaching
every member of the family to regard the rights in

the home of others.
The type of clothing people wear has much to do
with one*a health. The girls in the Household Art
Club are taught that in order for the blood to cir
culate normally through the body no part of the body
must be bound,

behool children must wear loosely fit

ted clothing at all times.

Much stress Is put on the

kind of clothing to be worn In the different seasons
of the year. Since we get lots of rain in our section
special emphasis is placed on the care of the body dur
ing the wet weather, and the importance of keeping the
feet dry.

A unit whioh creates special interest Is the

one on Personal appearance under which the care of the
hair, skin, nails, teeth, body, feet end many other
parts are discussed.

Correct posture Is discussed

in a unit to its self where many corrective projects
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are carried, out or attempted to be corrected#

This club

attempts to make healthful adjustments in the kind of
food to be eaten, cleanliness of home, proper kind of
clothing to wear and correct posture#
Music Clubs:'*

There may be some doubt as to how

music can contribute to health but it is my belief that
music is essential to health in its broadest sense#
blnce music is en expression of one*s feeling, I feel
it has a direct bearing on health#

Music expresses

despair and depression; it also expresses Joy and
happiness#
Public school music is a curricular activity in
Hebert High School.

All pupils are admitted for a try-

out In the different phases of music activity#

Vhen

the student finds himself, he is put and kept in a
prescribed course#

In the Music Clubs which are extra

curricular activities, have been discovered soloists,
accompanista, chorus of girls and boys, and directors#
Whenever talent is found the student is allowed to de
velop it under the music Instructor who is prepared to
give over to the students the techniques of music#
Ehe pupils are taught correct posture on the stage,
care of throat and proper method of inhaling and ex-
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hailing while singing*

This group 13 given many op

portunities to exhibit their talents by singing in
concert on special occasions, sing over the radio
contesting In the state music meat,

The department

divides the pupils into grovips such as boys* quartette,
girls* glee club, mixed quartette, choral club*
is a demand for special ability in music.

There

Since music

expresses happiness, happiness and health go hand in
hand,

An unhealthy person can not be happy*
Manual Training?-

There are but. few things more

necessary to a normal healthy life than purposeful work*
Cabot in his book, "What Men Live By," has defined health
as work, play, love and worship*
The manual training department of Hebert High
School with its clubs for boys has done its share in
developing health and healthy environments around
Hebert High School*
The Manual Training Club is organized with its
officers chosen as those of the other clubs*

This club

meets weekly although they might, be seen working on
different projects at every spare moment*
These boys are taught how to make repairs about
the school plant and at home.

They pre taught how un-
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sightly it is to replace window panea with cardboards
and rags which are so frequently seen In Negro homes.
Repairing stops and porches are other phases stressed#
ffhls means training in safety aa well as health pro-*
motion. Manual training is a ourricular activity but
there is a manual training club (an extra-curricular
activity) which Is open to boys who are not enrolled
in the regular class as well as those who are. Some
of the boys process enough to help in the erection
of homes, garages and chicken houses#
The attempt is made through tho Manual Training
Club program to instill in the minds of the boys that
one, in order to bo healthy must live in a healthful
environment•
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BENEFITS OF THE PROGRAM
Citizenship Trainings*
function Into habits#

Information will not

Health Instruction trains on©

for citizenship In many ways#

A good citizen always

regards the rights of others#
The clubs in Hebert School furnish ideal activities In which health habits are formed that help to
make one a good citizen#
At Hebert High School many health and citizenship
practices are carried out at the same time.

About the

school, pupils keep their desks clean and orderly and
surroundings clean#

The children pick up paper off the

floor and campusj they do and must leave the lavatory
clean for the next person and cutting the water off
in order that the next person will have a dry place
to stand when he wishes to take a drink#

All of these

practices form good training and citizenship habits
as well as good health habits since they make the
children regard the rights of others#
In personal cleanliness the majority of the pu
pils of Hebert School are careful about body odor and
bad breath, which means they are able to live throu^ti
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the school days without offending their classmates and
schoolmates#

This also takes in wearing of clean cloth

ing as well#
A large number of the pupils have carried home
much of the health instruction given them and have put
this instruction into practice by making the home and
its surroundings as attractive as possible#

Such as

repairing the steps and porches, putting in window
panes, placing the garbage so it can be picked up by
the garbage man, cutting the grass, and many other
things are some of the practices#
Tf/hen one individual mokes his home sanitary and
attractive it usually encourages the neighbors to do the
same thing.

Inthis way, the health instruction given

at Hebert School is spreading throughout the community#
Since citizenship enables one to live peacefully and
happily with his fellowman, these health practices will
aid him in being a good citizen#
Promotion of Physical Healthi-

Exercise consists

not only in developing the large muscles or in accomplish
ing athletic feats, but in attaining physical poise,
symmetry of form and the harmonious adjustment of the
various parts of the body#
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Physical exorcise Is recognised as contributing
directly to health opportunities given In games, sports
and dancing*

Even though there Is no physical education

teacher employed in Hebert School these activities are
carried out to some extent* Such games as football,
basketball, volley ball, are offered at Hebert School
In order to give opportunity for exercise of the big
muscles*

In games, the players learn fair play, self-

control and straight thinking*

The players are taught

the rules of health in order to develop physical strength
and endurance*
Postural Instruction is essential to the pupils
of Hebert School*

Good posture implies a standard way

of sitting, standing, walking and lying In bed, much
emphasis Is placed on posture with the children of
Hebert School* Seme corrective exercises are used, but
since there is not a physical education teacher employed
In the school very little Is done along corrective lines.
Folk dancing, singing dancing, and social dancing
give opportunities for physical exercises* Folk dances
and singing dances are used for the May Day program*
The children, by taking part in these dances, develop
skill and graceful poise*

During football season many

S3

opportunities are given the girls and boys of Hebert
School to have exercise through social dancing*

mm +mm
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SUMMARY
The purpose of this study is to analyze the
organization of the Health Education program at Hebert
High School and to indicate the various ways in which
the students are helped to establish healthful habits,
health knowledge and right attitudes toward health
through health program#
Having been a teacher in Hebert High School for
six years, the writer was able to gather most of the
material used for this study throuj^h observation#
following procedure was useds

The

physical examination

record cards were compared to see if any development
has been made from one year to another.

Surveys were

made in some of the homes of the pupils in order to
find out the types of homes in which the ohlldren live
in order to have a basis for health teaching in the
school#
Hebert High School Is an independent district
school at Beaumont, Texas, Jefferson County#

For the

term of 1934-35, there were 26B pupils enrolled with
a teaching staff of 7 teachers#

Even though there is

no health teacher employed in the high school, since
the elementary school is on the same campus, the health
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teacher from that department assists In giving health
instruction in the high school* Since the parents of
a good many of the children attending Hebert School are
illiterate, much instruction needs to be given these
children and parents as well*
Health service rendered at Hebert School includes
health examinations, regular inspection at frequent
intervals for signs of oomraunlcable diseases and followup services to secure correction of remedial defects*
Even though there Is part-time physician, nurse and
dentist at Hebert School, the aim is to find the de
fects, offer suggestions and follow-up*
The health supervision program of Hebert School
deals with those phases of school sanitation which in
clude lighting, ventilation, fire protection, cleanli
ness and the like*
Giving Instruction through morning inspection,
health demonstrations, instruction about school lunch,
and the use of pictures and posters which were obtained
free from many companies have proved to be valuable de
vices*
Interest in health is motivated and increased by
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the regular work of the school through school clubs.
Wo other activity of the Hebert High School has enJoyed such phenomenal growth.

The following extra

curricular activities are contributing much to the
health program of Hebert School| The Health Club,
Garden and Flower Clubs, Home Economics Clubs, Music
Clubs, and Manual Training Clubs.
Hie members of the Health Club of Hebert School
are given the opportunity to develop correct health
habits, attitudes and interest.
The Garden club makes its contributions to health
by raising those foods the body is in need of and has
for its aims, "promote health by giving the body the
proper kind of food."
The Home Economic a Clubs aid the health instruction
program by preparing balanced meals from time to tiae
to be fed the pupils of Hebert School, and by feeding
large numbers of under nourished children from food
secured from the Relief Board.
Music expresses despair and depressionj it also
expresses joy and happiness.
is happy.

When one is healthy, he

Through the Music Clubs the pupils of Hebert

School try to express their happiness especially when
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they are feeling well*

Therefore, health and happiness

go hand In hand*
There are but few things more necessary to a nor
mal healthy life than purposeful work*

Cabot In his

book, "What Men Live By," has defined health as "work,
play, love and worship."

The boys of the Manual Train

ing Club has for Its aim to make those repairs about
the school and home that will make them safer and more
attractive place to live In*

These boys have learned

that In order to be healthy one must live in a health
ful environment*
Health trains one for citizenship in many ways
since a good citizen always regards the rights of
others.

The pupils of Hebert High Sohool are attempt

ing to be good citizens by regarding the health rules
aroudd the school, homo and community*
Physical exercise is recognized as contributing
directly to health opportunities given In games, sporta
and dancing.

Even though there Is no physical educa

tion teacher employed at Hebert High School, in order to
give opportunity to develop the big muscles through such
games as football, basket ball, and volley ball, oppor
tunities are also offered through folk dancing, singing
dancing, and social dancing*
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CONCLUSION
The Health Instruction program Is of great value
to the pupils of Hebert High School.

It prepares youth

for life in a democracy by giving students real ex
periences in activities for democracy.

They become

acquainted with the objectives and responsibilities
one must have for worthy membership in a democratic
state*
The Health Instruction program establishes an
opportunity for cooperation, self-control, and selfreliance by enabling the student to see that they form
an important part of the school and community*
The pupils of Hebert High School are given oppor
tunities to lead group activities and thus have a chance
to become self-directive*

Through these activities

students of Hebert School are brought from the place
where they are unable entirely to control self to the
point where they are masters of themselves.
Health instruction motivates and Improves class
room work when properly connected with the students'
Interests, abilities, and instinctive tendencies.
Because of benefits derived through health In
struction, It occupies an important place In the school.
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Those benefits ape effected from a moral, physical and
social point of view#
The Health instruction program assists in ful
filling the idea of equalization of opportunities*
Even though the present Health instruction pro
gram in Iiebert High School has and is still helping
the pupils, parents and community, there still remains
many things to be done to improve the health condition
of this group*

I offer the following suggestions:

1* To secure more time for the school
physician, nurse and dentist*
2* To employ a physical education teacher.
3* A definite period should be given for
dally health instruction*
4* To make Hebert School the health center
of the community#
5* To secure more cooperation on the part
of the whole teaching staff*
6* Give more instruction to the parents
through the P» T» A* and organise health clubs
with the parents*
7. Give all health instruction as simple
and concise as possible*

8# In competitive activities see that the
decisions are made quick, accurate and Just#
9# To get it well over to the teachers
that physical education Is not a series of
callsthenic drill exercises#
10# To emphatically stress all health rule
especially those pertaining to dismissing and
admitting pupils with communicable diseases#
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